T.P. Roll Forest Friends  
-Funky Frog-

MATERIALS
- 1 T.P. Cardboard Roll
- Ruler
- Cardstock to print
- Scissors
- Paint
- Googly Eyes  
(Optional)

STEP 1: Flatten a T.P Roll and cut off (2) 3/4” sections.

STEP 2: Use the Body Template to mark your cutting line on the remaining roll section.
As rolls may have different widths, line up the fold markings with the edge of the roll.
**STEP 3:** Cut out and bend tabs of frog feet as shown. Bend back foot tab forwards, and front feet tab backwards.

**STEP 4:** Glue back feet to previously cut leg sections.

**STEP 5:** Glue legs to body, at about halfway on the leg.

**STEP 6:** Glue front legs, and bend front feet to lay flat.

**STEP 8:** Paint and decorate!
Print out 1 set on cardstock.

- Trace body template and cut T.P Roll where marked.
- Cut out each foot.
- General placement on T.P Roll shown below:
- Use glue on tabs to attach feet to T.P Roll.